ITEM OPPORTUNITY SYNOPSIS:

SS-1002-103

Vee Point Moveable Point Frog Forged Machined
1. Describe the Item:
2. Summary of Technical Specifications and Performance Requirements:

TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Please describe the item application/ the end use of item.
The machined vee point forging is part of the moveable point frog. The moveable point frog Is part of the turnout that allows
the train to cross one of the diverging rails. The moveable point allows a continuous wheel path through the frog area for
smoother ride quality at higher speeds.

Provide the item number if applicable: (N95 Mask vs Protective Mask).

N/A

Provide dimensions / size / tolerances of the item.

16 feet 10 inches long, 7 5/16 inches high, 7 inches wide

List required materials / components of materials needed to make the product.

Forged cast manganese steel made in Germany

Are there applicable certifications or standards that would affect how the item is made (ex: ISO, FDA
Standard, EPA Standard, ASME, IEEE)? Please provide an explanation.

??? Possible FRA or AREMA requirements. I do not think ISO or AAR requirements are
applicable.???

Describe the manufacturing processes (elaborate to provide as much detail as possible).

Cast manganese steel is forged into the general shape of the movable point. This forging is
shipped to Nortrak in the US, where it is machined into the final shape of the frog point. It is
then quenched and tempered to achieve higher hardness. The forging is finish machined and
drilled for assembly. The frog point is electric flash butt welded to domestic rail, and then
assembled with other parts to produce the moveable point frog.
Provide any applicable electronic or computer specifications.

N/A

Additional Comments:
Is there other information that would impact the item’s performance or usefulness? Please explain.

4 turnouts
Target Price / Unit Cost Information:

Estimated cost of $525,000 each.

Delivery Requirements:

BUSINESS INFORMATION:

Potential Business Volume Estimate (i.e., # Units Per Day, Month, Year):

When is it needed by?

This is a long lead item, and is needed approximately one year prior to completed
manufacture of the 32.75 turnout.
Describe packaging requirements (i.e., individually/ group packaging).

N/A
Is there a preferred shipping proximity - if applicable (i.e., cost, distance, etc.)?

N/A

Additional Comments:

Is there other information you would like to include?

Is there other information you would like to include?
Photo 1 Vee Point Forging as shipped to US
Photo 2 Vee Point drilled and machined to shape
Photo 3 Location of the Vee Point in the turnout

Photos of the item (helpful but not required).

Photos of the item (helpful but not required).

Photo 1

Photo 2

